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INTRODUCTION:

TACKLING THE LEARNER
ENGAGEMENT CHALLENGE
Of all the challenges facing L&D today, learner
engagement is one of the most difficult to tackle.
Time, relevance, stakeholder buy-in... there

Use it to gauge how engaged your people are

are a number of obstacles to overcome. This

with learning, and to better understand what

explains why, in LinkedIn’s 2019 Workplace

you can do to start overcoming the challenge.

Learning report, increasing engagement with
learning programmes was ranked as second
on talent developers’ list of priorities.
Low learner engagement may not be anything
new. But for L&D professionals like you,
looking to gain and maintain the interest of
four generations in the workplace, it remains a
persistent challenge.
And with so many different groups to target,
from Traditionalists to Generation Z, there’s no

Inside, you’ll uncover:
•

Why low learner engagement is still such
a challenge

•

The most common barriers to learner
engagement

•

How your solutions affect engagement

•

How to map engagement in your
organisation

magic, one-size-fits-all solution.

•

What you can do about it

That’s why we’ve put together
this practical guide to learner
engagement.

•

What this means for you and your team
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WHY LEARNER ENGAGEMENT
IS SUCH A CHALLENGE
It might be tempting to question why low learner
engagement is still such a big obstacle for L&D.
After all, we have access to more
advanced learning tools and resources
than ever before, leaving us well placed
to come up with some novel ideas.
But tech alone doesn’t translate into
engagement. With employees spending, on
average, just one percent of their time learning,
we have to work just as hard – if not harder
– to sell our solutions to the business, from
stakeholders to learners.

One of the main benefits of digital learning
is the availability of data on your learners’
behaviours. But we need to be sure that what
we’re collecting is useful and ready to make a
case for learning to stakeholders.
Because, once again, the signs are that L&D
isn’t making the most of data: more than a
quarter of teams claim not knowing how to get
started when it comes to measurement.
If one thing’s clear, it’s the number of

Then there’s the issue of data: what insights
can be gathered about our learners using

barriers preventing engagement spreading
organisation-wide.

qualitative and quantitative data?

Unless you identify which ones are most
obstructive for your learners, engagement
will continue to be an enigma.
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COMMON BARRIERS TO
LEARNER ENGAGEMENT
We’ve identified five typical barriers to learner
engagement.
These barriers can mean employees dropping out of training at the last minute, with low
completion rates for eLearning, and reluctance to look for new opportunities to learn.

If you spot some of these barriers
in your own organisation, then it’s

Time

time to start tackling low learner
engagement head on.

Learners either don’t have the time,
or won’t make the time, for learning

Access

The learning is hard to find, rather than
readily accessible in the flow of work

Relevance

Employees aren’t sure what’s in it for them, so
struggle to see the point of doing learning

Content

The content is dull and uninspiring or hasn’t
been updated for a while

Stakeholder support

Managers about learning aren’t reinforced by
leaders and line managers

Read our blog to find out more
5 barriers to learner engagement
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WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT IT
The good news is that, although a persistent challenge,
learner engagement is by no means impossible.
1. Think strategically about tech

Align tech closely with your learners’ needs
and work out what problem it will help to
solve, before developing a solution. Tech isn’t
necessarily the best standalone option; it may
be best used as part of a blend.

2. Get stakeholders on board

Learning stands a far better chance of
achieving impact if it has the support of
stakeholders. This includes line managers,
who are uniquely placed to reinforce
messages about learning face-to-face with
their teams. Speak with stakeholders to
convince them how the wider business will
benefit from more engaged learners.

5. Make the experience seamless

Learners need to access learning resources
with minimum faff. Signing into your portal
should be straightforward – even for remote
workers – and content should be well
organised, discoverable with a simple search.

6. Get on top of data

3. Involve employees in planning

Use data to get to know your learners better.

disruptive and disengaged, consider involving

they’re using them, and what turns them off.

If you have a large number of people who are
them in the planning of the learning to spark
their interest. That way, you will be able to
address their needs from the start; the first
step towards creating an engaging solution.

This includes the tools they’re using, when
These insights will help you develop a solution
that’s aligned with learner needs.

7. Share success stories

Emotional buy-in is key to engagement. Using

4. Encourage independence

a storytelling marketing approach, identify

their own learning, moving away from being

organisation and inspire others to get involved.

You want learners to take responsibility for
spoon-fed. So give people nudges in the
right direction, telling them what to do next
and where to go - letting go when they are
comfortable enough to do it themselves.
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learner success stories to share across your

Read the blog

Low learner engagement?
Storytelling could be the answer
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HOW YOU CAN START
ADDRESSING IT RIGHT NOW
Your solution has a direct impact on engagement. In fact,
it’s the single most important influence on how engaged
your learners are.
To illustrate how the quality of your solution directly impacts engagement, we have designed a
learner engagement matrix.

LEARNER ENGAGEMENT MATRIX

Learner Engagement

High

Curious

Enthused

Disinterested

Passive

Low
Low

Quality of the Solution

High
© Fenturi

To put it simply, the better the quality of the solution, the more enthused learners will be.
Low quality solutions will not only fail to engage already demotivated learners, but they will also
frustrate those more willing to learn. The result? You risk losing their interest.
On the other hand, highly enthused learners are the result of high engagement with quality learning
solutions, which can go on to help create a ‘pull’ learning culture.

Think about the quality of your own learning solutions. Is it the quality of the solution
that’s lacking, the messaging around it, or maybe a bit of both?
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HOW YOU CAN START
ADDRESSING IT RIGHT NOW
Once you’ve worked out where you stand now, you’ll be
ready to consider segmenting your workforce using our
learner engagement graph.
This will help you break down the different attitudes towards learning in your organisation, so you can
identify the biggest opportunities to move people to the next stage.

LEARNER ENGAGEMENT GRAPH

Percentage of people in
your organisation

100%

45%

50%

20%

15%

5%
0%

Disruptive &
Disengaged

Passive

Interested in
Principle

Actively
Interested

10%
Totally
Engaged

5%
Advocates

Level of Engagement
© Fenturi

While your own results might look very different to our example above, this exercise is important as it
helps you identify where to target your efforts.
We don’t recommend starting with any single group, as each organisation will have different learner
engagement challenges. Instead, identify where you can make the most impact, by making changes
for a small cohort of your largest group first. Depending on the results, you can then adapt and refine
your strategy to target remaining groups. You can reassess and amend your graph as you go.

On the following pages, you’ll find some tips showing how you can improve the
engagement of each group, and how to make the most of your advocates.
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HOW TO IMPROVE
ENGAGEMENT
Disruptive and disengaged

Biggest barrier to engagement: Relevance
This is normally a small group of people who actively show their lack of interest in learning and
negatively influence peers around them. Representing your biggest challenge, this group currently
have no intention of getting involved in learning.

How to take them to the next stage
Rather than bombard this group with top-down messages about the importance of learning from
senior leadership, disengaged learners are best reached with gentle nudges from peers about their
own (positive!) learning experiences and the benefits they’ve found of doing it.
Alternatively, involve them in the planning stage, where they will have a chance to shape the solution
and have an incentive to take an interest in the end result.

Passive

Biggest barrier to engagement: Stakeholder support
This group are indifferent or apathetic towards learning. They will reluctantly complete some
mandatory compliance training, but fall short of actively seeking out learning for their own benefit.

How to take them to the next stage
There is some potential for them to be won over, but you’ll have your work cut out! To generate some
interest in learning, reinforce what’s in it for them – how will they benefit from it in their day-to-day job?
To achieve the biggest impact, encourage managers to give their teams a nudge in the right direction
by sharing these messages alongside success stories from peers.
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HOW TO IMPROVE
ENGAGEMENT
Interested in principle

Biggest barrier to engagement: Accessibility
These people are your biggest opportunity! This group will show a basic level of interest in learning,
acknowledging your emails and attending occasional voluntary learning sessions or completing
parts of eLearning. But they don’t follow this up themselves and aren’t yet engaged enough to take
responsibility for their own learning.

How to take them to the next stage
As this group is showing some interest in your learning communications, they can be tempted
towards taking up further opportunities with gentle nudges towards related resources at the end of
mandatory content.
These people are just waiting to be turned into self-directed learners with control of their own learning
paths, so it really is worth spending some time converting them. It’s up to you to give them the
steering they need to get there.

Actively interested

Biggest barrier to engagement: Content
We’re starting to reach the promised land now! Actively interested individuals realise how learning
can benefit their career, so they more willingly sign up for learning opportunities. But they’re not yet
fully immersed, still not taking up as many opportunities as they could.

How to take them to the next stage
Reinforce messages about the importance of learning from a broader perspective. Moving away from
immediate on-the-job impact, how could it benefit individuals’ longer-term career prospects? This is
all about contextualising the learning to give it greater meaning.
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HOW TO IMPROVE
ENGAGEMENT
Totally engaged

Biggest barrier to engagement: Time
This group not only know what’s in it for them, but understand the importance of learning from a more
strategic perspective. They can see how learning will boost the future direction of the organisation as
well as their own career, and have a clear path set out for getting there. They will complete several
learning modules and repeatedly come back for more without being told.

How to take them to the next stage
Much like the actively interested group, your totally engaged learners would also benefit from extra
contextualisation. The main difference here would be tying the learning to organisational goals and
direction, to create a group of self-motivated advocates.

Advocates

Biggest challenge: Keeping them engaged
Showing all the characteristics of the totally engaged group and then some, your advocates are your
biggest allies. These are people who are so enthused with your learning that they will be spreading
the word to their peers and suggesting new avenues of training that will benefit their careers – as well
as the future direction of the business.

What you can do with Advocates
These are ideal people to contact for learner success stories. Their stories of positive learning
experiences – especially how it has boosted their ability to perform their job – should be at the heart
of your narrative. This peer success will create the compelling case you need to take your passive
and interested in principle groups to the next stage.
The challenge with advocates is not becoming complacent and forgetting them. Just because
they are engaged now doesn’t mean they will stay that way! You will need to work to maintain their
enthusiasm so they don’t slip backwards. Get them involved in sharing their positive experiences and
thank them for their participation - it will go a long way towards keeping them on board.
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WHAT THIS MEANS FOR
YOU AND YOUR TEAM
So, you’ve weighed up the
current state of your learning
solutions.
You’ve segmented your
audience to better understand
their varying attitudes and
commitment towards learning.
But what’s the next step? What do you need
to do as a Learning & Development team to
make the best use of it?
1. Explore new solutions

If (and only if!) your analysis uncovers a need
for better learning solutions, get creative and
start working on something better.

2. Get stakeholders engaged

As you’re now armed with a wealth of new
insights about your people, you’ll be ready
to present your findings to stakeholders.
Your well-presented, well-supported case for
learning will put you in a far stronger position to
get their buy-in.

4. Build a stronger L&D brand

Use what you know about your more engaged
employees – those in the upper three
categories on your engagement graph – to

3. Get your advocates involved

solidify your L&D brand identity. What do

teasing out success stories ready to share with

organisational brand, culture and values?

Set time aside to meet with your advocates,
your less engaged learners.

Read the blog

Are you forgetting about the
learner? Why digital learning
must be learner focussed
Fenturi | How to tackle low learner engagement

you stand for? How does this align with the

5. Measure more effectively

Don’t become complacent! Keep measuring
the effectiveness of your communications; your
learner engagement graph is not static and will
change over time.
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ABOUT FENTURI
We are a creative digital learning agency that believe in the
transformative power of engaging, hyper-relevant content.
Our focus is clear: by putting the learner first we are able to create impactful and

memorable learning experiences that foster change. Creative in our thinking and always
honest in our recommendation, we craft stories and learning journeys that resonate and
empower people to truly flourish.

What we do

Our work

As a digital learning agency, we are creatively

We are an expert team with extensive experience

driven and human-focused so every piece of

of designing impactful learning content that

learning we build is designed with our unique

empowers the learner and creates change.

creative flair and with the learner in front of mind.

During our build process, we make sure we use

We create beautifully designed digital learning

the right selection of resources to tell stories that

content for clients around the world and believe

not only meet the clients briefs but also makes

that digital learning is the most effective way to

the topic interesting and engaging. We have

meaningfully engage people on mass, whilst

worked across an array of industry sectors and

harbouring change that will stick around long

topics, always striving to make each project

after course completion.

better than the last.

Contact us:
0117 440 1000
01271 337 110

fenturi.com
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hello@fenturi.com

fenturiagency

@Fenturi
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